		

Liberating Words IV - 
from the teachings of Lama Yeshe 

On Tantra

From “Questions and Answers”:

The nuclear essence of tantra is that the human being is the deity. The human being is the god; the human being is the deity. I have to emphasize this. We have the qualities of the deity within us. You always think that the deity is something rarefied and inaccessible, but through tantra you can touch the deity, recognize yourself as the deity. That's why it is very powerful. 

Buddhism teaches that the basic human problem is the ridiculous thought that we are hopeless. This way of identifying ourselves damages our human quality. Therefore, we need to discover the divinity within us, the divine qualities that are already there. 

Buddhism is really so realistic, so scientific, so down-to-earth, so clean-clear: human beings do have a pure nature and divine inner qualities, so they should recognize and unify with them. And according to Lord Buddha, the way to recognize our divine qualities is not simply to know that they are there, but to act, to act. The way to act is to practice tantra. Tantra is not about words; the essence of tantra is action.


From “The Essence of Tibetan Buddhism”:

Despite where the body comes from, the way it manifests, despite the fact that it’s not so easygoing, that it’s complicated, this body has great ability; 
it can do so much. With this body, not only can we take care of our food and clothing, but we can also reach beyond that; we have the opportunity to gain the eternal goals of liberation or enlightenment. That’s why our human
body is precious; that’s the point. 

We can use it in a good way, even though it is potentially poisonous in that it can create more complications, confusion, suffering, loneliness, dissatisfaction and samsaric rebirths for us.  If we can change in a positive way, we can feel grateful for having this body and make it worthwhile.


When you practice tantra, instead of thinking, “I’m a problem; my ego’s a problem; I’m a weak person; I need...” instead of thinking of yourself with self-pity, think, “I am the Buddha; I am Chenrezig; I am universal compassion.” The difference is unbelievable. There’s a huge difference.

Paramitayana does not have the skillful means whereby you think, “I’m Buddha; I’m an emanation of the Buddha.” You already know that there’s no such thing. But with Tantrayana, “My body is a buddha body—as clean clear as crystal, and radiating light; my speech is mantra—whenever I open my mouth, good things manifest; my thought is wisdom.” Somehow, you
become transcendental; you bring the enlightenment experience into the now. That is the beauty of Tantrayana.


Tantrayana is the way to achieve the perfect body, speech and mind we need in order to help other people. The purpose of meditation is not to reach nirvana and then disappear. If that were the case, it would be better that you manifested as a flower. The purpose is to emanate in the beautiful, radiant, white light body of Chenrezig, as clean and as clear as crystal. That emanation can really help people. 

Sometimes Westerners worry, “I’m practicing meditation so much; perhaps eventually I’ll disappear into nothingness. Then what can I do?” Better learn Tantrayana and instead of disappearing, emanate as Avalokiteshvara—transform the purity of your consciousness into the complete, pure body of
Avalokiteshvara.

Perhaps I can put it together this way. Each of us does have a psychic, or conscious, body as well as a physical body. It is not this blood and bone body that we are radically transforming into Chenrezig. It’s not that radically, my body becomes Chenrezig. But my consciousness, or psyche, can transform. Perhaps you can say that one aspect of my psyche is already Chenrezig.



Both Buddhist sutra and tantra say that the nature of the human mind is clean clear light; clean clear mind. So what I’m saying is that the nature of our consciousness has always been clean clear; is clean clear; and will always be clean clear. You don’t need to worry about it.

“But we talk about delusions and confusion. What about that?” Delusion is not the character of our consciousness. Clouds are not the character of the sky. You have to change the attitude that thinks like that. 

Fundamentally, we are wrong when we think, “I am delusion; I’m a bad person who always has bad thoughts; who always acts badly.” You cannot sum up your whole, “I am this.” It’s not true. You cannot put limitations on even your own reality. You cannot; you should not. Each of us has problems
and difficulties, but we also have something similar to buddha and
bodhisattva energy within us. We do; we do.


We should not make limitations when we judge ourselves.  Actually, it’s like they say in the West: you hear what you want to hear. Exactly like that. When you look within yourself, the quality you want to see appears. If you want to see the bad guy, the bad guy appears; if you want the good guy, the good guy appears. It’s true. The thing is not to identify with your delusions. The quality you look for appears.


Many people put themselves down; that’s their worst problem. You can see this everywhere in the world; people put limitations on themselves, on their own reality. This reality, this judgment of the neurotic ego, is the human
problem. Tantra has the methods to eliminate this immediately.  You become the deity, having the divine pride that you yourself are a buddha, fully complete, and in that way you eliminate the ordinary ego projection.


Now, as far as receiving initiation is concerned, I don’t know much English, but initiation means something like initial experience, or beginning experience. When you receive initiation, you are beginning to get a taste of transformation; there’s some communication; transformation is beginning to happen. That is empowerment.  But the experience you get at the beginning is in accordance with your own magnetized readiness. 
Perhaps the first time you receive an empowerment, pam!—you immediately get some kind of result. But if you’re like me, slow, perhaps nothing
happens during your first experience and you need to receive initiation repeatedly in order to generate the kind of nuclear energy that makes an empowerment perfect.

Also, initiations themselves have many levels, or degrees.  However, to some extent, an initiation is for you to receive inexperience. It’s like planting a seed. This is then repeatedly generated, fertilizing it, until finally it becomes a totally unified realization.





